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Chapter 23 Sec 4 Questions (British Imperialism in India) pg. 920-924 

Page 920 (Including ‘Setting the Stage’) 

1. What was set up in Bombay, Madras?  

2. What empire was collapsing by 1707?  

3. Who lead the East India Co. in a decisive victory v. the Indian forces?  

4. What was going on until 1858?  

5. How did the East Indian Co. (EIC) govern its area which included Bangladesh?  

6. *Where did the British regulate the EIC?*  

7. Did the British interfere with the EIC a lot in the 19th century?  

8. What is a SEPOY?  

9. Who was the governor of Bombay?  
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10. What did the British treasure India for at first?  

11. What made Britain the world’s workshop?  

12. *What was India’s nickname? Why?*  

13. What did Britain do to restrict India from competing against them?  

14. How did India become more valuable?  

15. What were some of the crops produced?  
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16. What was closely tied to international events?  

17. What two wars were tied to #16?  

18. *How was British colonialism negative for India?*  

19. How did traditional Indian life almost die out?  

20. How was British colonialism positive for India?  

21. What did the British also do to competing local rulers?  

22. What was the highest class a lesser rank British soldier could achieve? (inset box)  

23. How many servants can an officer’s wife command? (inset box)  

24. *What are the four Indian broad categories called? (inset box)*  
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25. What did the Indians believe the British were doing?  

26. What news was spread in 1857?  

27. Why was this a problem?  

28. What happened on May 10, 1857?  

29. What was this rebellion called? What happened after May 10?  

30. *How long did it take the EIC to regain control?*  

31. Why weren’t the Indians able to unite?  
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32. Which religious group remained loyal to the British?  

33. What happened in 1858?  

34. What does the term RAJ mean?  

35. How did the British reward loyal princes?  

36. *What else did they promise?*   


